History of original corner establishment: Corner was established by S.G. Caudle in 1882 while surveying under G. L. O. Contract No. 419. Caudle set a post for the corner to Sections 17, 18, 19, and 20, from which a Hemlock 44 in. dia. bears S30°W 29 Lks. marked T3NR9WS19BT, a Hemlock 12 in. dia. bears S54°E 62 Lks. marked T3NR9WS20BT, a Spruce 96 in. dia. bears N60°E 60 Lks. marked T3NR9WS17BT, a Spruce 10 in. Dia. Bears N80°W 66 Lks. marked T3NR9WS18BT. In June of 1955 W.A. Markham, P.E. No. 1842, reports that he found an origional bearing tree at this corner. (see Markham's survey of the Range line between Ranges 9 and 10 West, T3N, W.M.) In 1970 Matt Dunkel of Boise Cascade Corporation found the Origional N.E. bearing tree, and from it he set a 1 1/2 inch galvanized iron pipe with a 2 inch brass cap stamped as shown below. This fact was reported to me by Mr. William Robert Howe, also of Boise Cascade Corporation. Howe also reported to me that Dunkel also scribed tow new bearing trees at this corner.

Description of corner evidence found: I found the 1 1/2 inch, galvanized, iron pipe with a 2 inch brass cap stamped as shown below and set by Matt Dunkel in 1970. From said iron pipe monument I found the following bearing trees to bear as follows: root collar remains of origional 40 in. Hemlock bears S 30° W 19.1 ft. to estimated position of old face. Stump remains of origional 96 inch Spruce bears N 60° E 39.6 ft. to face. Portion of origional scribing is still visible: "T3N 9". The origional S.E. and N.W. bearing trees are now missing. The new bearing trees scribed by Matt Dunkel in 1970 bear as follows: 20 in. Spruce S 45° W 13.2 ft. to scribed face. 15 in. Spruce bears N 85° W 23.6 ft. to scribed face. A 35 in. Spruce bears West 25.5 ft. to large " X " chopped in tree; apparently no record as to who chopped this " X ".

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner: As the position of Matt Dunkel's iron pipe monument is in correct record relationship to the two found origional bearing trees, I am accepting it as monumenting the origional position of the corner to Sections 17, 18, 19, and 20, T 3 N, R 9 W, W.M. I scribed one new bearing tree which bears as follows from said iron pipe: 13 inch Hemlock bears N 69° 30' E 34.7 ft. to face scribed " S17 BT ".

I hereby certify the above corner monument and its bearing tree accessories were found by me as herein described on September 24, 1974.

Witnesses: Deane Vennige Allen Höffmann
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